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The Parade Ground
“The soldiers choose a flat patch of ground for their parade ground. They mark off a rectangular area in front 
of the place where the tribune will sit. They dig and break up the earth to give a soft surface for the horses.”
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Ceremonial Helmets

“At the start of the parade...the best cavalrymen ride past wearing gilded 
iron or bronze helmets. 
This makes sure they get the watching crowd’s attention. These 
special helmets completely cover the head and face, with just small 
holes to look through.”

The best surviving cavalry parade ground in the UK is 
at Hardknott Roman Fort in Cumbria
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Parade Ground

The best surviving roman cavalry parade ground in Britain is 
the flattened area at Hardknott Fort (Mediobogium) in Cumbria.
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Arrian was a major historian, an important philosopher and a successful military 
leader. 
Emperor Hadrian asked him to write a handbook on army tactics. In his section 
on the cavalry soldiers, Arrian describes how they practiced their fighting skills 
by performing public displays. 
Read these short clips from Arrian’s book and see how they explain some of 
the amazing objects in our museums and our landscape...
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Clothing and Shields

“They carry light 
shields and wear 
leather tunics and 
tight-fitting trousers.”

Most Roman soldiers 
wore the type of kilt 
shown on the left. 
Cavalrymen are almost 
always pictured in the 
tight trousers pictured 
on the right.
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Banners
“Their first charge onto the parade ground is well rehearsed to make a spectacular show. Each group has its 
own standard including ones that look like serpents. They are made by sewing pieces of dyed cloth together 
... and when the horses are moving, they are plumped out by the wind and look just like living things and even 
hiss as the air whistles through them.”
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The First Manoeuver 
“When their first charge is over, half the riders bunch together using their shields to cover their own and their 
horses’ backs.This is like the foot-soldiers’ ‘testudo’ (tortoise) formation.” Two riders move in front of the 
group to act as targets, then at the sound of a trumpet, the other half of the riders charge at them throwing 
as many javelins as possible at the two soldiers’ shields.” 
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“You did everything in orderly fashion. You filled the field with manoeuvres. Your javelin hurling 
was not without grace, although you used javelins which are short and stiff. Several of you 
hurled your lances equally well. And your mounting was smart just now and lively yesterday 

- if there were anything lacking I should notice it; if there were anything conspicuously bad, I 
should point it out. But you pleased me uniformly throughout the whole exercise . . .”
(Quoted in ‘Dixon, Karen R.; Southern, Pat. The Roman cavalry: from the first to the third century AD, p. 128. 
Routledge, 1997. ISBN 978-0-415-17039-0 ) 

For centuries, Roman soldiers carried upright 
‘Standards’ like the ones on the right. After see-
ing enemies with the frightening serpent banners 
like the one below, they copied the idea sometime 
around the reign of Hadrian.

This is what the foot soldiers’
‘testudo’ looked like...

There’s no Roman picture of a cav-
alry ‘testudo’ like Arrian describes...

... what do you think it might have 
looked like?

Modern re-enactors demonstrating the 
‘testudo’.
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A horse tortoise?!

Arrian describes several more complicated and dangerous moves involving skilful riding and accurate target practice.
Emperor Hadrian frequently observed these cavalry demonstrations on his many tours of his vast empire. He sent the 
troops his reviews of their performances afterwards. 
Here’s one example from a visit to a fort in North Africa:


